OpenCL is an attractive programming model for heterogeneous high-performance computing systems, with wide support from hardware vendors and significant performance portability. To support efficient scheduling on HPC systems it is necessary to perform accurate performance predictions for OpenCL workloads on varied compute devices, which is challenging due to diverse computation, communication and memory access characteristics which result in varying performance between devices.
The OpenCL programming framework is well-suited to such heterogeneous computing environments, as a single OpenCL code may be executed on multiple different device types including most CPU, GPU and FPGA devices. Predicting the performance of a particular application on a given device is challenging due to complex interactions between the computational requirements of the code and the capabilities of the target device. Certain classes of application are better suited to a certain type of accelerator [6] , and choosing the wrong device results in slower and more energy-intensive computation [7] . Thus accurate performance prediction is critical to making optimal scheduling decisions in a heterogeneous supercomputing environment.
The Architecture-Independent Workload Characterization (AIWC) tool [8] was previously introduced in order to collect architecture-independent features of OpenCL application workload. AIWC operates on OpenCL kernels by simulating an OpenCL device and performing instrumentation to collect various features to characterize parallelism, compute complexity, memory and control that are independent of the target execution architecture. In this paper, we propose a model that employs the AIWC features to make accurate predictions over a range of current accelerators. These features are used to build a model which accurately predicts the execution times of a previously unseen OpenCL code over the range of available devices. The performance predictions from this model may serve as input to scheduling decisions on heterogeneous supercomputing systems.
A major benefit of this approach is that the developer need only instrument a kernel once and the AIWC metrics can be embedded as a comment in the kernel's source code or Standard Portable Intermediate Representation (SPIR). A scheduler system could be augmented to use the performance model with very low overhead, since querying the model is computationally inexpensive. The model need only be retrained when a new accelerator type is added. The methodology to develop the model is outlined in the following sections. All tools used are open source, and all code is available in the respective repositories: [9] and [10] .
II. Related Work
Augonnet et al. [11] propose a task scheduling framework for efficiently issuing work between multiple heterogeneous accelerators on a per-node basis. They focus on the dynamic scheduling of tasks while automating data transfers between processing units to better utilise GPU-based HPC systems. Much of this work is placed on evaluating the scaling of two applications over multiple nodes -each of which are comprised of many GPUs. Unfortunately, the presented methodology requires code to be rewritten using their MPI-like library. OpenCL, by comparison, has been in use since 2008 and supports heterogeneous execution on most accelerator devices. The algorithms presented to automate data movement should be reused for scheduling of OpenCL kernels to heterogeneous accelerator systems.
Existing works, [12] , [13] , [14] and [15] , have addressed heterogeneous distributed system scheduling and in particular the use of Directed Acyclic Graphs to track dependencies of high priority tasks. Provided the parallelism of each dependency is expressed as OpenCL kernels, the model proposed here can be used to improve each of these scheduler algorithms by providing accurate estimates of execution time for each task for each potential accelerator on which the computation could be performed.
Our work is most closely related to efforts to enable lowcost performance estimates over a wide range of execution platforms. One such approach uses partial execution, as introduced by Yang et al. [16] . Here a short portion of a parallel code is executed and, since parallel codes are iterative behave predictably after the initial startup portion. An important restriction for this approach is it requires execution on each of the accelerators for a given code, which may be complicated to achieve using common HPC scheduling systems.
An alternative performance prediction approach is given by Carrington et al. [17] . Their solution generates two separate models each requiring two fundamental components: firstly, a machine profile of each system generated by running micro-benchmarks to probe simple performance attributes of each machine; and secondly, application signatures generated by instrumented runs which measure block information such as floating-point utilization and load/store unit usage of an application. This is akin to our proposed solution using AIWC to generate each application signature and the generation of a random forest model to learn each machine profile. However, in their method, no training takes place and the micro-benchmarks were developed with CPU memory hierarchy in mind, thus it is unsuited to a broader range of accelerator devices. There are also many components and tools in use, for instance, network traffic is interpreted separately and requires the communication model to be developed from a different set of network performance capabilities, which needs more micro-benchmarks. In comparison, our proposed solution uses a plugin to the Oclgrind tool, which is already widely used by OpenCL developers.
III. Methodology
The AIWC tool [8] is a plugin to the Oclgrind [18] OpenCL device simulator, debugging and instrumentation tool. AIWC simulates the execution of OpenCL kernels to collect architecture-independent features which characterize each code. It operates on a restricted LLVM IR known as Standard Portable Intermediate Representation (SPIR) [19] , thereby simulating OpenCL kernel code in a hardware agnostic manner. The AIWC metrics are shown in Table  I . We collected these metrics for a suite of benchmarks representative of scientific codes, which cover a wide spectrum of computation, communication and memory access patterns. For each benchmark, we also collected detailed performance measurements on a varied set of compute devices.
A. Experimental Setup
AIWC was used to characterize a variety of codes in the OpenDwarfs Extended (ODE) Benchmark Suite [20] , and the corresponding AIWC metrics were used as predictor variables in to fit a random forest regression model. The metrics were generated over 4 problem sizes for each of the 11 applications -and 37 computationally regions known as kernels in the OpenCL setting. Response variables were collected following the same methodology outlined in [20] -where the details for each of the applications is also presented. Execution times were measured for at least 50 iterations and a total runtime of at least two seconds for each combination of device and benchmark. Each application was run over 15 different accelerator devices, and are presented in Table II . The L1 cache size should be read as having both an instruction cache and a data cache of the stated size. For Nvidia GPUs, the L2 cache size reported is the size L2 cache per SM multiplied by the number of SMs. For the Intel CPUs, Hyper-threading was enabled and the frequency governor was set to performance.
B. Constructing the Performance Model
The R programming language was used to analyse the data, construct the model and analyse the results. In particular, the ranger package by Wright and Ziegler [21] was used for the development of the regression model. The ranger package provides computationally efficient implementations of the Random Forest model [22] which performs recursive partitioning of high dimensional data.
The ranger function accepts three main parameters, each of which influences the fit of the model to the data. In optimizing the model, we searched over a range of values for each parameter including:
Given the size of the data set, it was not computationally viable to perform an exhaustive search of the entire 3-dimensional range of parameters. Auto-tuning to determine the suitability of these parameters has been performed by Ließ et al. [23] to determine the optimal value of mtry given a fixed num.trees. Instead, to enable an efficient search of all variables at once, we used Flexible Global Optimization with Simulated-Annealing, in particular, the variant found in the R package optimization by Husmann, Lange and Spiegel [24] . The simulated-annealing method both reduces the risk of getting trapped in a local minimum and is able to deal with irregular and complex parameter spaces as well as with non-continuous and sophisticated loss functions. In this setting, it is desirable to minimise the out-of-bag prediction error of the resultant fitted model, by simultaneously changing the parameters (num.trees, mtry and min.node.size). The optim_sa function allows defining the search space of interest, a starting position, the magnitude of the steps according to the relative change in temperature and the wrapper around the ranger function (which parses the 3 parameters and returns a cost function -the predicted error). It allows for an approximate global minimum to be detected with significantly fewer iterations than an exhaustive grid search. Figure 1 shows the relationship between out-of-bag prediction error and min.node.size, with the num.trees = 300 and mtry = 30 parameters fixed. In general, the min.node.size has the smallest prediction error for values less than 15 and variation in prediction error is similar throughout this range. As such, the selection to fix min.node.size = 9 was made to reduce the search-space in the remainder of the tuning work. We assume conditional (relative) independence between min.node.size and the other variables. Figure 2 shows how the prediction error of the randomforest ranger model changes over a wide range of values for the two remaining tuning parameters, mtry and num.trees. Full coverage was achieved by selecting starting locations in each of the 4 outer-most points of the search space, along with 8 random internal points -to avoid missing out on some critical internal structure. For each combination of parameter values, the optim_sa function was allowed to execute until a global minimum was found. At each step of optimization a full trace was collected, where all parameters and the corresponding out-of-bag prediction error value were logged to a file. This file was finally loaded, the points interpolated using the R package akima, without extrapolation between points, using the mean values for duplication between points. The generated heatmap is shown in Figure 2 .
A lower out-of-bag prediction error is better. For values of mtry above 25, there is good model fit irrespective of the number of trees. For lower values of mtry, fit varies significantly with different values of num.trees. The worst fit was for a model with a value of 1 num.trees, and 1 for mtry, which had the highest out-of-bag prediction error at 194%. In general, the average prediction error across all choices of parameters is very low at 16%. Given these results, the final ranger model should use a small value for num.trees and a large value for mtry, with the added benefit that such a model can be computed faster given a smaller number of trees.
C. Choosing Model Parameters
The selected model should be able to accurately predict execution times for a previously unseen kernel over the full range of accelerators. To show this, the model must not be over-fitted, that is to say, the random forest model parameters should not be tuned to the particular set of kernels in the training data, but should generate equally good fits if trained on any other reasonable selection of kernels.
We evaluated how robust the selection of model parameters is to the choice of kernel by repeatedly retraining the model on a set of kernels, each time removing a different kernel. The procedure used is presented in Algorithm 1. For each selection of kernels, optima_sa was run from the same starting location -num.trees=500, mtry=32 -and the final optimal values were recorded. min.node.size was fixed at 9.
The optimal -and final -parameters for each omitted kernel are presented in Table III . Regardless of which kernel is omitted, the R-squared values -or explained variance -is very high at 0.99, indicating a good model fit. The Algorithm 1: Find the suitability of the optimal parameters for random forest models for future kernels for each unique kernel do construct a full data frame with all but the current kernel; run optimization optim_sa with the full data frame at selected starting location; record the final optimal parameters optimal parameters are very similar regardless of which kernel was omitted. As such, the median value of each of the parameters was selected for the final model: num.trees = 505, mtry = 30 and min.node.size = 9. These parameters were used for all further model training.
D. Performance Improvement with Increased Training Data
For a model to be useful in predicting execution times for previously unseen kernels, it needs to be trained on a Algorithm 2: Compute average fit of random forest models trained on different numbers of kernels.
discard variables unavailable during real-world training from training data e.g. size, application, kernel name and measured total application time build ranger model r using training data generate prediction responses p from r using test data append predicted execution times p to v p append measured execution times from test data
to v m compute the mean absolute error e from vector of p relative to vector m store(e) representative sample of kernels i.e. a sample that provides good coverage of the AIWC feature space of all possible application kernels. We measured how model fit improves with the number of kernels used in training, following the method presented in Algorithm 2. The set of unique kernels available during model development is denoted by k (37 kernels in this study), s is the maximum number of sample models (including different combinations of kernels) to evaluate for each number of kernels 1..|k|, φ is a data frame of the combined AIWC feature-space with measured runtime results. The parameters to the random forest model were fixed at num.trees = 505, mtry = 30 and min.node.size = 9, according to the methodology in Section III-C.
The results presented in Figure 3 show the mean absolute error of models trained on varying numbers of kernels. As expected, the model fit improves with increasing number of kernels. In particular, larger improvements occur with each new kernel early in the series and tapers off as a new kernel is added to an already large number of kernels. The gradient is still significant until the largest number of samples examined (k = 37) suggesting that the model could benefit from additional training data. However, the model proposed is a proof of concept and suggests that a general purpose model is attainable and may not require many more kernels. Figure 3 : Prediction error across all benchmarks for models trained with varying numbers of kernels. 
V. Making Predictions
In this section, we examine differences in accuracy of predicted execution times between different kernels, which is of importance if the predictions are to be used in a scheduling setting.
The four heat maps presented in Figure 5 show the difference between mean predicted and measured kernel execution times as a percentage of the measured time. Thus, they depict the relative error in prediction -lighter indicates a smaller error. Four different problem sizes are presented: tiny in the top-left, small in the top-right, medium bottom-left, large bottom-right.
In general, we see highly accurate predictions which on average differ from the measured experimental runtimes by 1.1%, which correspond to actual execution time mispredictions of 8 μs to 1 secs according to problem size.
The init_alpha_dev kernel is the worst predicted kernel over both the tiny and small problem sizes, with mean misprediction at 7.3%. However, this kernel is only run once per application run -it is used in the initialization of the Hidden Markov Model -and as such there are fewer response variables available for model training.
VI. The benefits of this approach
To demonstrate the utility of the trained model to guide scheduling choices, we focus on the accuracy of performance time prediction of individual kernels over all devices. The model performance in terms of real execution times is presented for four randomly selected kernels in Figure  6 . The shape denotes the type of execution time data point, a square indicates the mean measured time, and the diamond indicates the mean predicted time. Thus, a perfect prediction occurs where the measured time -square -fits perfectly within the predicted -diamond -as seen in the legend.
The purpose of showing these results is to highlight the setting in which they could be used -on the supercomputing node. In this instance, it is expected a node to be composed of any combination of the 15 devices presented in the Figure  6 . Thus, to be able to advise a scheduler which device to use to execute a kernel, the model must be able to correctly predict on which of a given pair of devices the kernel will run fastest. For any selected pair of devices, if the relative ordering of the measured and predicted execution times is different, the scheduler would choose the wrong device.
In almost all cases, the relative order is preserved using our model. In other words, our model will correctly predict the fastest device in all cases -with one exception, the kmeansPoint kernel. For this kernel, the predicted time of the fiji-furyx is lower than the hawaii-r9-290x, however the measured times between the two shows the furyx completing the task in a shorter time. For all other device pairs, the relative order for the kmeansPoint kernel is correct. Additionally, the lud_diagonal kernel suffers from systematic under-prediction of execution times on AMD GPU devices, however the relative ordering is still correct. As such, the proposed model provides sufficiently accurate execution time predictions to be useful for scheduling to heterogeneous compute devices on supercomputers.
VII. Conclusions and Future Work
A highly accurate model has been presented that is capable of predicting execution times of OpenCL kernels on specific devices based on the computational characteristics captured by the AIWC tool. A real-world scheduler could be developed based on the accuracy of the presented model.
We do not suppose that we have used a fully representative suite of kernels, however, we have shown that this approach can be used in the supercomputer accelerator scheduling setting, and the model can be extended/augmented with additional training kernels using the methodology presented in this paper.
We expect that a similar model could be constructed to predict energy or power consumption, where the response variable can be directly swapped for an energy consumption metric -such as joules -instead of execution time. However, we have not yet collected the energy measurements required to construct such a model. Finally, we show the predictions made are accurate enough to inform scheduling decisions.
